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Abstract 
Our replication study embarked on in the Middle East, used an Arabic trans-
lation of the original research tool, the Safety-Oriented Personality Style or 
Phobicentric Psychopathology Individual Questionnaire (SOPS/PCPIQ) that 
was employed in the North American study, which could identify adults with 
more serious chronic anxiety. SOPS/PCP, described as dimensional and neu-
robiologically-based is the hypothesized construct from which SOPS/PCPIQ 
is derived. SOPS/PCP, a brand-new formulation, arose serendipitously from 
clinical observations and followed in the new tradition of attempting to avoid 
characterizing personality disorder in the categorical and non-theoretical 
style of the previously influential Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders. The present study is intended to produce results that confirm that 
SOPS/PCP may be experienced outside North America. The results supported 
the hypotheses that the Arabic version of the SOPS/PCPIQ would demon-
strate adequate reliability and validity. They further showed that individuals 
with a history of trauma exposure scored significantly higher than the other 
subjects. As such, the similar results from this Arabic study to those from 
Canada and the United States showed that this cross-national study success-
fully replicated the original North American findings. Discussion addresses 
the potential role of this study’s psychopathology to provide meaningful con-
tribution to the recognition and reduction of global anxiety disorder and help 
change the current direction of personality disorder research. 
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1. Introduction 

The Safety-Oriented Personality style (SOPS) or Phobicentric Psychopathology 
(PCP) is a newly unveiled personality disorder, which has been empirically con-
firmed in two North American samples from Canada and the USA (Bickersteth 
et al., 2018a). That inaugural study presented SOPS/PCP as a previously uniden-
tified type of anxiety disorder representing a viable diagnostic explanation of 
psychopathology. SOPS/PCP came to light following several years of observation 
and study of the behaviors and responses that certain individuals showed who 
were seen in the lead author’s psychology clinic, which were also evident among 
some of his family members. In other words, people with differing family back-
grounds, of various ages, raised in different parts of the world and who used dif-
ferent first languages, self-reported, were reported by their close relatives or were 
observed in the clinic to display the similar pattern of reactions, which eventual-
ly suggested that anxiety disorder was the cohering factor. The label SOPS/PCP 
was then applied to this constellation of responses to describe a disproportionate 
pattern of reacting to ordinary fear-anxiety situations and to broadly construe 
the construct in terms of a pervasive and persistent, reactive condition, which 
may be seen as triggered by actual or perceived threat. This condition is believed 
to develop through worsening stages, from adaptive fear in normal day-to-day 
emotional life to pathological reactivity, of which a very serious or severe expres-
sion of fear-anxiety would characterize SOPS/PCP as a disorder.  

Because fear-anxiety is seen as the basis of this condition, an etiological and 
dimensional quality would empirically explain its progress from normal to dys-
functional functioning. Since the attributes of SOPS/PCP represent characteris-
tics applicable to a normal emotional reaction of fear-anxiety, which, under spe-
cific circumstances develops into a worse form of a disordered pattern of persis-
tent fearfulness or anxiety, and being emotion-based behavior, it is viewed as 
controlled by neurobiological activity. Accordingly, the fear-anxiety construct 
underlying SOPS/PCP is hypothesized to be dimensional and neurobiological-
ly-based. As such, the SOPS/PCP neurobiological theory indicates the possibility 
to trace the range of an individual’s expression of this personality from normal, 
adaptive fearfulness to an extreme that may be described as disturbed. In other 
words, in the long run these individuals would have internalized fear-anxiety as 
the major or persistent response pattern to most situations. As described by 
Bickersteth et al. (2018a): “… in an environment in which harm is perceived, 
expected or experienced, a person with this emotional condition will continually 
use disproportionate fear to interact with their social, physical and internal mi-
lieu.” (p. 1635) 

In prior times, the well-known Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (DSM) published by the American Psychiatric Association (APA, 
2013), held sway as the North American leader in the diagnosis of psychological 
pathology. Over time however, the DSM’s categorical system and non-theoretical 
framework provoked widespread criticism followed by calls for a new formula-
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tion of diagnostic criteria, founded on an etiological and dimensional basis. 
The disenchantment further led to attempts at developing a dimensional sys-
tem (for example, Widiger & Lowe, 2008; Trull, Tragesser, Solhan, & 
Schwartz-Mette, 2007), within which to characterize and understand personal-
ity disorders, in contradistinction to the DSM’s categorical formulation. The 
alternative framework, the Big 5 or Five Factor Model (FFM), which evolved, 
using a Domain-style presentation, was also not founded on etiology or theory.  

The section on Mental, Behavioral or Neurodevelopmental Disorders (chapter 
6) in the 11th Revision of the International Classification of Diseases and Related 
Health Problems (ICD-11) is the most recent European version of a compen-
dium of diseases and health conditions, approved for global application by the 
World Health Organization (WHO). Commenting on it, Dan J. Stein and 
Geoffrey M. Reed (Stein, Szatmari, Gaebel et al., 2020) conclude that: “… al-
though dimensional constructs have been included in a number of places in the 
ICD-11, this remains a largely categorical system that does not incorporate 
fine-tuned assessment of symptom variations” (p. 21).  

In view of these issues, it is acknowledged as necessary to keep developing 
new theoretical models and taxonomic categories that are not included in inter-
national classifications (such as the DSM and ICD), which are worth further re-
search, including further empirical and clinical investigations. The revealing of 
SOPS/PCP may be classified as one such effort. Notably, the process of laying 
out personality diagnostic principles has received guidance from the National 
Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) Research Domain Criteria (RDoC), which 
has stipulated, according to Cuthbert (2014), “… two stringent criteria: a) there 
had to be evidence for the dimension as a validated behavioral function, and b) 
there had to be evidence for a neural circuit or system that plays a preponderant 
role in implementing the function.” (p. 29) The SOPS/PCP construct meets these 
criteria.  

A clear significance of the SOPS/PCP research, beyond introducing a dimen-
sional and neurologically based disorder, is in uncovering behaviors that pre-
viously have not been seen as related to the same group of anxiety disorder but 
in fact are. The link between these “disguised” reactions and typical anxiety 
reactions was confirmed in the study by Bickersteth et al. (2018a) which re-
ported strong positive correlations between the test designed to study 
SOPS/PCP, namely SOPS/PCP Individual Questionnaire (SOPS/PCPIQ) and 
two well-established fear-anxiety tests (Beck Anxiety Inventory and Penn State 
Worry Questionnaire) and negative association with the Revised Anxiety Con-
trol Questionnaire (measuring the ability to regulate feelings of anxiety). In at-
tempting to explain why these reactions were not previously recognized as aris-
ing from anxiety, Bickersteth and colleagues (2018a) state: “… these have 
‘morphed’ over time into different chronic forms, due to shaping by internal and 
external emotion-based pressures, which in the case of SOPS/PCP are 
fear-directed.” (p. 1653). Originally, SOPS/PCP was clinically described in detail, 
as: The Fear-Based Personality, in the lead author’s book (Bickersteth, 2015, 
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chapter 4).  
Before SOPS/PCP identified certain behaviors as arising from anxiety disorder 

however, based on their common etiology, they appeared to be disparate beha-
vioral descriptions. For example: apparent, insatiable craving for acknowledge-
ment and praise; being prone to complaining and dissatisfaction; impatient, 
impulsive tendencies; easily offended, are all characteristics of SOPS/PCP, which 
would not immediately appear to be anxiety-based. As such, the true emotional 
identities of these attributes would not have been revealed and would have re-
mained “hidden” and “scattered” in various, sometimes unrelated clusters and 
defined differently. For example, Body Dysmorphic Disorder (BDD), which may 
indicate fear of perceived physical abnormality that could attract negative evalu-
ation (Fang & Hofmann, 2010) could be classified under SOPS/PCP. Barclay 
conjectures that Borderline Personality Disorder (BLPD) originates from trau-
matic childhood experience (Barclay, 2015), which makes anxiety disorder a 
central contributor to BLPD. According to the research by Muris and colleagues 
“… shame plays a significant role in anxiety pathology” (Muris et al., 2018: p. 
276), thus showing shame to be etiologically fear-based. This would allow for its 
definition to be: fear of discreditable exposure, which aligns it with an expression 
of SOPS/PCP. Since these disorders are not identified as fear-based, and cur-
rently belonging together in a common category, they are not recognized as 
such. Instead, these conditions have been assigned to different groupings. Based 
on the unique attributes associated with SOPS/PCP, then, and their verification 
in the North American context, it seems important to discover whether the re-
sult of a replication of the SOPS/PCP study would demonstrate this condition 
exists in other national/cultural settings, en route to empirically demonstrating 
its geographical universality and thus showing it to be a true, human predisposi-
tion. Previous contacts with psychologists outside Canada yielded the Middle 
East samples used in this replication study. 

Since the main event hypothesized to cause SOPS/PCP is anxiety, due to some 
acquired or transmitted generic trauma experience, the SOPS/PCPIQ items were 
designed to select individuals who indicate trauma history (experience) apart 
from those who do not. Statistics are applied to differentiate these two groups. 
As such, the current study was embarked on, mainly to prove the hypothesis that 
a valid Arabic version of the SOPS/PCPIQ, tested on an Arabic sample, would 
yield results supporting the claim that SOPS/PCP exists outside Canada and the 
United States. In the light of an expected cross-national validation, we discuss 
the anticipated role of SOPS/PCP in the global scene, particularly, in relation to 
reducing the worldwide treatment gap and significantly easing the social burden 
of anxiety disorder. Personality disorder research methodology and cross na-
tional/cultural comparison issues are also addressed. Since the launching of 
SOPS/PCP represented the first occurrence of the study of this unique construct 
in the psychology literature, that initial research study (Bickersteth et al., 2018a), 
followed by a demographic analysis (Bickersteth et al., 2018b), together, consti-
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tute the only relevant existing literature.  

2. Materials and Methods  
2.1. Sample 

The total number of registrations was 592 from two Arab countries: Oman and 
Syria. The psychological conditions of the study samples differ with respect to 
life conditions. The life conditions of Omani society are stable and the quality of 
life is of a high level. As would be expected, the life conditions of Syrian society, 
is unstable, due to the political situation that Syria has been going through for 
more than ten years. The participants from Syria are 272 and those from Oman 
are 320. All registrants participated in the study. The ages of Omani respondents 
ranged from 19 to 57 years ( X : 26.86, s: 4.28). Syrian female respondents were 
208 and the male respondents were 64, with ages ranging from 17 to 57 years 
( X : 27.30, s: 4.29). The data was collected via an online survey during the period 
between December 2019 and November 2020. 

2.2. Measure  

Arabic Version of SOPS/PCP Individual Questionnaire (SOPS/PCPIQ). 
In order to demonstrate that SOPS/PCP was an actual personality disorder, 

the SOPS/PCPIQ (see Appendix 1) was developed and subjected to a number of 
studies for empirical verification (Bickersteth et al., 2018a). As reported in their 
study, the scale consisted of 29 items, which were answered according to a 
six-point Likert-style scale. The results demonstrated that the scale had suitable 
psychometric properties (internal reliability = .59 to .87).  

The preparation of the Arabic Version of the SOPSIQ (see Appendix 2) uti-
lized the following procedures: 
• The English SOPS/PCPIQ text was translated into Arabic by the author and 

checked by the co-author, a fluent Arabic-English language specialist to en-
sure the accuracy and clarity of the translation. 

• The necessary revisions were made and the resultant Arabic version was back 
translated to English. The result demonstrated an accurate English version. 

• The Arabic version was then formatted for electronic application and the In-
ternet link was disseminated on social media.  

• The respondents were asked to participate voluntarily. 

2.3. Design  

This study’s main goal was to produce a cross-national replication of the study 
of SOPS/PCP originally performed on a North American sample. To achieve 
this, the following steps were taken:  

1) It needed to be confirmed that a valid Arabic version of the SOPS/PCPIQ, 
would yield similar results when tested on an Arabic sample. Therefore, to con-
firm the statistical qualities of the questionnaire, it was hypothesized that the 
Arabic, translated version of SOPSPCPIQ was reliable and valid.  
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2) It was further hypothesized that a similar five factor structure as that ob-
tained in the North American study would emerge from the Arabic study.  

3) As with the North American study, in differentiating those who would be 
classified as exhibiting a dysfunctional level of SOPS/PCP, it would need to be 
shown that for the Arabic sample, the mean score obtained by the trau-
ma-history subjects (represented by items 24 to 29) was significantly higher than 
that of the non-trauma-history subjects. This difference would be shown using 
t-tests. As such, the Cross-National, Empirical evidence of SOPS/PCP would be 
confirmed in the combined Omani-Syrian (Middle East) sample. 

3. Results 
3.1. Descriptive Statistics 

Table 1 represents the normal distribution of the items. The range of mean 
score of the items are between .922 and 4.566. The range of standard deviation 
(SD) of the items is .828 < SD < 1.791 which meets the criteria of normal dis-
tribution (Julious, 2005). More specifically, Item 26, “I have suffered from the 
effect of trauma or a difficult emotional life for at least two years”, showed the 
highest SD, Item 29, “I and/or one parent has suffered a serious illness”, 
showed the lowest mean score, and Item 15, “order, tidiness, and cleanness are 
very important”, showed the highest mean score and the lowest SD. The nor-
mality of the responses was checked by examining the skewness and kurtosis 
tests too. As Table 1 showed Skewness is −.648, which is in the normal range 
of acceptable values. Also, kurtosis is 2.402, which is less than 3 and is also ac-
ceptable.  

3.2. Reliability 

The internal consistency of the scale was determined using Cronbach’s alpha 
and mean inter-item correlation. As Table 2 shows the Cronbach’s Alpha is α 
= .814 which indicates a relatively high (α > .70) internal consistency for the 
items. 

3.3. Exploratory Factor Analysis 
3.3.1. Assumption Check 
Prior to conducting exploratory factor analysis (EFA), the properties of the 
measured variables and the sample size were checked. Considering the proper-
ties of the measured variables, we examined the linearity and multicollinearity of 
the items using the correlation matrix. The minimum item correlation is .003 
and the maximum item correlation is .504. That said, the correlation between 
the items is linear and the items do not share lots of variance to violate the as-
sumption of multicollinearity.  

In order to check the properties of the sample size, we conducted KMO and 
Bartlett’s test. Table 3 shows that the Chi-Square is significant, so we ensured 
that the sample size for conducting EFA is adequate. 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics. 

 Mean Minimum Maximum Variance N of Items Skewness Kurtosis 

Item Means 2.792 .922 4.567 .776 29 −.648 2.402 

Item Variances 1.820 .687 3.208 .334 29   

 
Table 2. Reliability statistics. 

Number of items 29 

Cronbach’s Alpha .814 

Cronbach’s Alpha Based on Standardized Items .816 

 
Table 3. KMO and bartlett’s test. 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .865 

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 4034.549 

df 406 

Sig. .000 

3.3.2. Number of Factors 
The number of factor structure of the scale was determined using different tests 
including, scree test, parallel analysis, and model fit. The Scree Plot (Figure 1) 
represents the eigenvalues of the items. As Figure 1 shows, the sixth factor is on 
the dropping point of the plot. Given that the appropriate number of factors 
corresponds to the number of eigenvalues prior to the last major drop in the 
plot, five factors explain the majority of the variances in the scale.  

The parallel analysis also represented the five-factor structure of the scale. 
Column 1 in Table 4 shows the O’Connor random data eigenvalues for 591 cas-
es and 29 factors over 100 iterations. Comparing the random eigenvalues with 
the actual eigenvalues from the real dataset (Column 2, Table 4), we noticed that 
the eigenvalues of first five factors in the real dataset are higher than the random 
eigenvalues. However, the total eigenvalue in factor 6 is less than the random 
generated eigenvalue. Hence, the scree plot and parallel analysis suggested a 
five-factor structure for the scale. 

A third technique which was used for determining the number of factors in 
the scale is examining the model fit. As Table 5 shows, the Chi-Square test for 
the model fit is significant which shows that the data fits the model.  

3.4. Factor Structure  
3.4.1. Communality Estimates 
Table 6 represents the communality estimate as an indicator of the variances in 
each measured variable explained by the common factors in the model. The Ini-
tial column represents the squared multiple correlations based on the other 
measured variables. The Extraction column shows the variance in items ex-
plained by the extracted factors. The communalities of most of the items are 
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moderate, except for items 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 29 which show low 
(<.3) communalities. Low communalities suggest that they are not loading on 
either of the 5 extracted factors, and, thus, it is comparatively unrelated to the 
other items in the scale. 

3.4.2. Factor Loading 
Table 7 shows the pattern matrix of the items. The loading values represent the 
impact of the factor on the item by controlling the effect of other factors on the 
item. The factor loading values can be greater than 1.00 or less than −1.00 
(Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). As it can be seen from Table 7, 16 out of 29 items 
have clean factor loadings .3 or above on one factor and cross loadings less 
than .22 on other factors. Item 4, 5, 7, 12, 13, 21, and 23 are loaded on factor 1; 
no item has clear loading on factor 2; item 19 is loaded on factor 3; items 14, 15, 
22 are loaded on factor 4; and items 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 are loaded on factor 5.  

 

 
Figure 1. Scree plot. 

 
Table 4. Parallel analysis. 

Initial Eigenvalues Random Data Eigenvalues 

Total Factors Percentile Roots 

5.109 1 .54299 1.000000 

2.142 2 .467090 2.000000 

.938 3 .422911 3.000000 

.662 4 .375613 4.000000 

.582 5 .336977 5.000000 

.533 6 .298743 6.000000 
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Table 5. Model fit. 

Chi-Square df RMSEA Sig. 

508.885 271 .038 .000 

 
Table 6. Communality estimates. 

Items  Initial Extraction 

1 It is normal to be unsure that you are safe from being harmed or hurt. .125 .063 

2 It is easy for people to hurt others with unfair criticism or blame. .151 .122 

3 I look for all the compliments and praise I am due .148 .084 

4 
I often say so when it feels like life is unfair or things are not going my way 
or in my favor. 

.298 .270 

5 More than a few times a day I feel frustrated or upset. .435 .503 

6 
It is very uncomfortable whenever others find fault with one’s appearance 
or image. 

.188 .161 

7 It is difficult to wait for people or things. .245 .235 

8 I probably speak or act in haste at times. .295 .300 

9 I often regret things soon after I say or do them. .313 .325 

10 
Some of my statements could be (or have been) described as sarcastic  
humor. 

.294 .359 

11 I may sometimes react very strongly or “lose it”. .372 .434 

12 
Many situations are difficult in a relationship (whether at work, socially,  
in the family and/or in romantic situations). 

.326 .326 

13 
The things that make a person very defensive or feel offended are always 
around you. 

.303 .290 

14 It is always very important to get as much information as there is. .239 .278 

15 Order, tidiness and cleanliness are very important. .245 .355 

16 
I have a definite liking or dislike for certain textures, colors, patterns 
and/or motion. 

.341 .346 

17 
It might seem to others that my behavior is opposite to or inconsistent  
with other behaviors in similar situations. 

.295 .333 

18 
Most of the time I take almost all statements and actions of others seriously 
or “as is”. 

.082 .035 

19 Being on time and using time effectively are always very important. .184 .166 

20 It is seldom necessary to disclose all of one’s options. .093 .078 

21 I worry often about many things. .533 .619 

22 
“Do things my way” could well be my motto, because that always feels 
better. 

.237 .309 

23 Very often my mind is full of thoughts that come up again and again. .401 .404 

24 
At least one of my parents (the person who raised me) may be described  
as “a worrier”. 

.490 .732 

25 
At least one of my parents (the person who raised me) had emotional 
problems when I was growing up. 

.494 .590 

26 
I have suffered from the effects of trauma or a difficult emotional life for  
at least two years. 

.458 .505 

27 
I and/or one parent experienced a dangerous or very threatening personal, 
political and/or military event/s for an extended period. 

.411 .533 

28 I have been/am being bullied. .414 .479 

29 I and/or one parent has suffered a serious illness. .185 .200 
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Table 7. Pattern matrix. 

items  
Factor 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 
It is normal to be unsure that you are safe from being 
harmed or hurt. 

   .201 −.116 

2 
It is easy for people to hurt others with unfair criticism 
or blame. 

.134  −.100 .215  

3 I look for all the compliments and praise I am due .265     

4 
I often say so when it feels like life is unfair or things  
are not going my way or in my favor. 

.542     

5 More than a few times a day I feel frustrated or upset. .642  −.110 −.136 .105 

6 
It is very uncomfortable whenever others find fault  
with one’s appearance or image. 

.224  −.112 .163  

7 It is difficult to wait for people or things. .306  −.120 .140 .129 

8 I probably speak or act in haste at times.   −.531   

9 I often regret things soon after I say or do them. .178  −.476   

10 
Some of my statements could be (or have been)  
described as sarcastic humor. 

  −.611   

11 I may sometimes react very strongly or “lose it”. .108  −.577  .102 

12 
Many situations are difficult in a relationship (whether 
at work, socially, in the family and/or in romantic  
situations). 

.349  −.156 .127 .173 

13 
The things that make a person very defensive or feel 
offended are always around you. 

.364  −.131 .136 .108 

14 
It is always very important to get as much information 
as there is. 

 .109 .125 .465  

15 Order, tidiness and cleanliness are very important.    .587  

16 
I have a definite liking or dislike for certain textures, 
colors, patterns and/or motion. 

.178  −.388 .178  

17 
It might seem to others that my behavior is opposite  
to or inconsistent with other behaviors in similar  
situations. 

  −.546   

18 
Most of the time I take almost all statements and  
actions of others seriously or “as is”. 

.122 .130    

19 
Being on time and using time effectively are always very 
important. 

 .177 .342  .141 

20 It is seldom necessary to disclose all of one’s options.    .269  

21 I worry often about many things. .714     

22 
“Do things my way” could well be my motto, because 
that always feels better. 

   .541  

23 
Very often my mind is full of thoughts that come up 
again and again. 

.503  −.106 .191  

24 
At least one of my parents (the person who raised me) 
may be described as “a worrier”. 

.270 −.801   .105 

25 
At least one of my parents (the person who raised me) 
had emotional problems when I was growing up. 

 −.607   .324 

26 
I have suffered from the effects of trauma or a difficult 
emotional life for at least two years. 

.202 −.302   .505 

27 
I and/or one parent experienced a dangerous or very 
threatening personal, political and/or military event/s 
for an extended period. 

−.107  −.130  .711 

28 I have been/am being bullied.  −.174   .593 

29 I and/or one parent has suffered a serious illness.     .444 
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3.4.3. Interfactor Correlation 
Table 8 represents the correlation among the factors. As it is clear from Table 8, 
factor 1, “ Threat Sensitivity and Life Dissatisfaction” shows low correlation with 
factors 4 (α = .334), “Maladaptive Situational Control” and with factor 5 (α 
= .320), “Traumatic Experience”. Likewise, factor 2, “Harm Avoidance” has low 
correlation with factor 3 (α = .328), “Obsessive Tendency”.  

3.5. The Effect of Trauma Items on the SOPS/PCPIQ Performance  

The effect of trauma items (item 24 to item 29) on other non-trauma items 
(items 1 to item 23) was examined by creating two groups of participants: with 
non-trauma history and trauma history. Participants with scores 0 or 1 were 
grouped as the non-trauma history group, and participants with scores 4 or 5 
were classified as the trauma history group. Then, six independent t-tests were 
conducted to examine the effect of each of the trauma items on the performance 
of the two groups of participants on the SOPS/PSPIQ performance. It can be 
seen from Table 9 that when the participants were grouped based on Item 24, 
“at least one of my parents (the person who raised me) may be described as ‘a 
worrier’”, non-trauma group (M = 3.02, SD = .62, N = 124) performed lower (t = 
−4.289 p < .001, two-tailed) than trauma group (M = 3.39, SD = .46, N = 67). 
When the participants were grouped based on Item 25, “at least one of my par-
ents (the person who raised me) had emotional problems when I was growing 
up”, non-trauma group (M = 3.08, SD = .572, N = 167) performed lower (t = 
−2.870 p < .001, two-tailed) than trauma group (M = 3.342, SD = .613, N = 59). 
When the participants were grouped based on Item 26, “I have suffered from the 
effects of trauma or a difficult emotional life for at least two years”, non-trauma 
group (M = 3.017, SD = .598, N = 139) performed lower (t = −5.021 < .001, 
two-tailed) than trauma group (M = 3.395, SD = .470, N = 88). When the par-
ticipants were grouped based on Item 27, “I and/or one parent experienced a 
dangerous or very threatening personal, political and/or military event/s for an 
extended period”, non-trauma group (M = 3.071, SD = .570, N = 186) performed 
lower (t = −3.748 < .001, two-tailed) than trauma group (M = 3.428, SD = .459, 
N = 41). When the participants were grouped based on Item 28, “I have been/am 
being bullied”, non-trauma group (M = 3.025, SD = 3.025, N = 153) performed 
lower (t = −3.202 < .001, two-tailed) than trauma group (M = 3.320, SD = .577,  
 
Table 8. Factor correlation matrix. 

Factor 1 2 3 4 5 

1 1.000 .034 −.404 .334 .320 

2 .034 1.000 .328 .083 −.249 

3 −.404 .328 1.000 −.213 −.203 

4 .334 .083 −.213 1.000 −.103 

5 .320 −.249 −.203 −.103 1.000 
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Table 9. T-test results for the effects of trauma on SOPS/PCPIQ performance. 

Grouping at Groups N Mean SD T(df) 

At least one of my parents (the person who  
raised 
me) may be described as “a worrier” 

Non-trauma 124 3.022 .623 
−4.289(189) 

Trauma 67 3.395 .464 

At least one of my parents (the person who  
raised 
me) had emotional problems when I was  
growing up 

Non-trauma 167 3.089 .572 
−2.870(224) 

Trauma 59 3.342 .613 

I have suffered from the effects of trauma or a 
difficult emotional life for at least two years 

Non-trauma 139 3.017 .598 
−5.021(225) 

Trauma 88 3.395 .470 

I and/or one parent experienced a dangerous  
or very threatening personal, political and/or 
military event/s for an extended period 

Non-trauma 186 3.071 .570 
−3.748(225) 

Trauma 41 3.428 .459 

I have been/am being bullied 
Non-trauma 153 3.025 .584 

−3.202(205) 
Trauma 54 3.320 .577 

I and/or one parent has suffered a serious illness 
Non-trauma 223 3.142 .588 

−1.048(245) 
Trauma 24 3.273 .511 

 
N = 54). When the participants were grouped based on Item 29, “I and/or one 
parent has suffered a serious illness”, non-trauma group (M = 3.142, SD = .588, 
N = 223) performed lower (t = −1.048 < .001, two-tailed) than trauma group (M 
= 3.273, SD = .511, N = 24).  

Generally, results of the six independent t tests revealed that participants with 
trauma-history showed significantly higher SOPS/PCPIQ mean score than par-
ticipants with non-trauma history. 

4. Discussion 
4.1. Findings of the Study: Successful Replication Gives SOPS/PCP  

Research Boost 

The main purpose of this study was to demonstrate that SOPS/PCP could be 
found outside North America, which this replication study should bring to light. 
The results confirm that this is the case. In providing such validation of this 
fear-anxiety construct, the results affirm that SOPS/PCP seems to offer a strong 
empirical platform to study anxiety disorder, at home and abroad. Ascribing it 
neurobiological and etiological framework allows for this condition to be tracked 
from a normal expression of fear-anxiety to disordered behavior. With a unique 
set of attributes, delineating “… a pattern of behavior that depicts a 
threat-sensitive and biologically promoted, disagreeable responsiveness to a variety 
of environmental, social, bodily and interpersonal cues …” (Bickersteth, 2018a: p. 
1632), SOPS/PCP is positioned to be influential in cross-national/cultural psy-
chology theorizing. Barring any significant flaws being revealed that shows this 
condition to be illegitimate, future cross-national/cultural studies are likely to 
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confirm its worldwide presence.  
At this point however, it is understandable that researchers have tended to 

focus their investigative work in personality on mainly the behavioral patterns 
that the DSM categories and Big Five domains have presented, though both 
formulations lack etiological explanation and supporting neurobehavioral 
theory. Hopefully, with the guidance of the RDoC criteria, attention will begin to 
move to research paradigms supporting this newer trend of viewing personality 
as neurobiologically grounded, dimensional and empirically verifiable, now, 
presumably, started by the introduction of SOPS/PCP. Such transition is partic-
ularly crucial in studying the occurrence of anxiety disorder internationally, es-
pecially in areas where the study of personality is relatively nascent.  

4.2. Unique Characteristics of SOPS/PCP Promise to Help in  
Reducing Anxiety Treatment Gap 

In response to the current need for a reduction of the gap in treating anxiety 
disorders, it is reasonable to consider the role SOPS/PCP might play. Addressing 
the scope of the gap, a 31-member team of researchers (Alonso, et al., 2018) 
identified three groups of people, in a 21-country survey of people with a 
12-month DSM-IV anxiety disorder (including PTSD). The groups respectively 
included those who, 1) perceived a need for treatment; 2) received any treat-
ment; and 3) received possibly adequate treatment. The authors reported a large 
gap between groups 1) and 3), which led to their suggestion that there was a 
need for improving the recognition of anxiety disorders and for applying a 
higher quality of treatment. 

The finding in our cross-national study provides an exact response to the need 
for detecting anxiety disorders, by identifying a new anxiety disorder. Because of 
its distinctive etiological origin in fear, treatment of SOPS/PCP along that tra-
jectory would be logical and defensible. From that viewpoint, our study also 
contributes favorably to heeding the call for improved treatment quality.  

On the other hand, cross-national/cultural research, which base studies of 
personality on the FFM, has demonstrated that its structural pattern may be 
found in a large number of countries and cultural settings. In psychology how-
ever, the ultimate goal is to improve mental health; and the FFM model does not 
appear to allow for a diagnostic evaluation to which treatment protocols may be 
attached. As such, the presence of the five factors across certain cultures, for 
example, as reported and defended by Terracciano and McCrae (2006), merely 
indicates that similar patterns of the FFM personality structure exist 
cross-nationally. As well, the FFM was developed from an apparently arbitrary 
selection of trait items and the domains (OCEAN) or traits comprising the Big 5 
did not evolve as separate and independent units but as a unitary structure. So, 
while each pillar of the trait structure may be extrapolated for research compar-
ison purposes it would seem untenable to attach values to these traits, as these do 
not define real-life observable behaviors, which may be counted. In other words, 
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the cross-cultural findings of the FFM are about similar structural patterns of 
personality obtained from the cultural samples to which the FFM was applied, 
rather than about actual behaviors of individuals, which could be used to achieve 
healing in those cultures. Besides, as Bickersteth et al. (2018a) pointed out: “Es-
sentially, the Big 5 model is the result of developing a list of lexically defined 
personality traits and subjecting it to factor analysis …” (p. 1654) All said, the 
FFM or Big 5 model continues to remain, according to Matthews (1997), a “… 
structural description of various data sets” (p. 5). As such, the similarity in pat-
terns would not be indicative of specific diagnostic behaviours of individuals, 
who could receive treatment or be counted epidemiologically. Even the use of 
factor analysis to confirm Big 5 traits in different cultures has been questioned. 
For example, Benet-Martinez (2007) states: “The problem is that one cultural 
group needs to be arbitrarily designated as the target factor structure, and, un-
fortunately, most studies set the imported structure (e.g., the English NEO 
structure obtained with U.S. participants) as the target toward which the other 
group structures will be shifted.” (p. 173) 

With respect to the treatment efficacy of DSM categories, their cross-cultural 
application is seen as a faulty endeavor partly because of a major shortcoming. 
According to Bredstrom (2019), “… much of the critique that was raised against 
the Cultural Formulation of DSM-IV is still relevant for today’s version, i.e., that 
the manual is ethnocentric and rests upon a narrow understanding of culture.” 
(p. 348) The DSM system, then, appears to be in default by virtue of a culturally 
exclusive guiding principle, which would limit the cross-cultural generality of its 
application, in the first place. Beyond this major shortcoming, cross-national/ 
cultural studies, which use the DSM diagnostic categories are always at risk of 
including samples with comorbid symptomatology (which some studies exempl-
ify; for example, Inoue, et al., 2020). While such confounds can be avoided, for 
example, by implementing the recommendations of the American Academy of 
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (Connolly et al., 2007), it may not be practical 
to apply this comprehensive protocol in a research study, especially in some 
cross-national/cultural settings. The American Academy’s guidelines however, 
are themselves methodologically tainted, since they are based on the DSM 
process of identifying anxiety disorder, which has been widely shown to be 
flawed (for example, Thyer, 2015; Smith & Combs, 2010).  

The argument adduced so far shows both the FFM and DSM models to be in-
sufficient and untrustworthy tools for the elucidation of cross-national/cultural 
anxiety disorder; but specifically, they are not valid or qualified as paradigms for 
evaluating anxiety personality disorder in a cross-cultural/national context. As 
such, both systems seem ill-equipped to help reduce the treatment gap in anxiety 
disorder, particularly cross-nationally or cross-culturally. This seems to leave 
SOPS/PCP in the singular position of being etiologically and neurobiologically 
equipped to make a meaningful contribution to identifying and reducing the 
global anxiety treatment gap. 
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4.3. Steps toward Reducing the Social Burden of Anxiety Disorder,  
Worldwide  

The globally pressing concerns that anxiety raises are the more serious because 
its chronic and severe state can be debilitating, as, for example, in the case of ge-
neralized anxiety disorder (GAD), particularly in view of its tendency to attract 
comorbid conditions. And, to compound the problem to some degree, it has 
been shown (Bickersteth et al., 2018a) and noted here, that the symptoms of 
SOPS/PCP may not be recognizable as a “typical” anxiety presentation in the 
way it is represented in the DSM diagnostic criteria. Therefore, as indicated by 
Pelletier et al. (2017), efficient probes are needed to reduce the social burden of 
anxiety disorder, through early detection and treatment. SOPS/PCP alone, being 
fully qualified at this point, may be the least problematic in answering that call, 
generally; but also, specifically, in the cross-national/cultural context. In fact, it is 
noteworthy that the SOPS/PCP construct ranks high in conforming with the 
NIMH’s RDoC criteria. In the broader field of personality research, the RDoC 
framework guides investigations carried out nationally or cross-nationally to-
wards providing “… understanding of how such factors as life events and the so-
cial environment interact with development to produce a range of observed 
outcomes” (Cuthbert, 2014: p. 30). To do so, researchers must follow a neuro-
developmental and dimensional path. SOPS/PCP’s purported developmental 
history in a person and the empirical verification of the construct appear to ex-
emplify this direction. As such, an implied route in applying the RDoC frame-
work could be to start, as in the case of SOPS/PCP, with examining certain 
agreed upon emotion-based reactions. Such agreement would need to be based 
in the understanding that every action is in response to a certain emotion, even 
where that emotion is not initially obvious. The next stage would entail verifying 
that the selected behaviors and reactions, which appear to represent the emo-
tion(s)-in-action are similar, if not identical, within an identified cohort of in-
dividuals; and then proceed to propose a paradigm (theory or theories) that 
best explains the behavioral pattern, without exception. This process circum-
vents the problem of co-morbid interference and strengthens the theory’s va-
lidity. Arguably, from the vantage point of the “paradigm shift” indicated by 
SOPS/PCP, this research apparently provides concrete, rather than abstract, 
RDoC goal-achievement. It demonstrates the feasibility of identifying an emo-
tion-based behavioral problem such as a fear-anxiety condition (construct) that 
cuts across DSM categories, falls under (using RDoC’s language) “behavioral 
entities tied to neural systems” and may be subjected to “basic behavioral neu-
roscience” analysis (quotations from Whooley, 2014: p. 105). 

Whooley’s (2014) proffered rapprochement for defining, understanding and 
researching mental disorder is to seek “… a model that views the biological and 
social as always intertwined and interrelated and to figure out how they interact 
and combine to produce suffering.” (p. 108) Indeed, it is necessary for brain 
patterns to interact with the external environment in order to manifest as, and 
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be named, a behavior or personality disorder. To state Whooley’s concept more 
comprehensively, as it applies to personality theory, and using SOPS/PCP’s 
platform: Personality is a pattern of thinking, behaving and feeling that is the 
combined result of the biological and circumstantial (familial and environmen-
tal) imprint on a person’s emotional and neurobehavioral development and ex-
pression.  

That being the case, the results of our current replication study seem to con-
firm the cross-national reliability and adaptability of the SOPS/PCP construct to 
play a major role in determining the true weight of suffering caused by anxiety 
disorder around the world, as well as showing promise of being instrumental in 
its treatment and reduction.  

4.4. Addressing a Major Challenge in Personality Disorder  
Research around the World 

Delineating researchable entities inevitably rests on the definition of those cho-
sen for study. How do the DSM and SOPS/PCP, being the only two diagnostic- 
and therapy-oriented models, compare with respect to the procedural process of 
identifying symptoms, which are relevant to their respective formulation? In this 
regard, success is bound to be elusive, if not unachievable, for the DSM system 
cross-culturally, in view of fundamental diagnostic limitations. For example, the 
failure of DSM-5 to provide strong evidence of neurobiological underpinnings 
for its disorders likely occurred because of the absence of an etiological rationale, 
which would have guided the installation of a dimensional framework. And it is 
the same reason why, in the first place, imposing a dimensional model on a cat-
egory-style foundation is unworkable. Without a defensible postulation of how a 
condition (defined by a set of symptoms) arises, one cannot determine its total 
progress through a continuum; nor by reference to their origin, definitively dif-
ferentiate one symptom from another. If the etiological analysis of a reaction 
cannot be established in the Western context it will not be evident in a 
cross-cultural setting either. In all probability, the stumbling block is in not re-
cognizing that the process of building an explanatory behavioural theory, on 
which symptom recognition depends, needs to go from observed behaviour to 
formulating a theory that explains it, which Bickersteth et al. (2018a) described 
as a behaviour-to-theory (BTT) approach, as opposed to proceeding from theory 
to behaviour (TTB). This is a pivotal diagnostic and therapeutic challenge for 
researchers in personality disorders. Consequently, an awakening from the 
comfortable familiarity of traditional TTB methodology to a brand-new world of 
BTT thinking needs to happen, to respond with trustworthiness to this urgent 
research problem. Accordingly, the SOPS/PCP construct is also founded on the 
BTT principle.  

4.5. Factors Pertinent to Cross National/Cultural Comparison of  
Anxiety Disorder Symptoms 

Problems relating equivalence, collectivistic/individualistic and emic-etic attributes 
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introducing confounds in cross-national/cultural research, discussed in a large 
number of studies may turn out to be easier resolved when the underlying 
mechanism is known as it is with respect to SOPS/PCP. In such cases, the dis-
tinguishing symptoms caused by or indicative of a disorder are expected to be 
observed in every situation the disorder is investigated. For example, in any 
part of the world, a person experiencing a panic reaction would be expected to 
exhibit fear and palpitations, among other symptoms. Although different 
culturally-based reasons or attributions may be used to explain the occur-
rence of these reactions, only when the defined symptoms are present howev-
er, can it be said that the same condition is being measured in two or more 
cross-national/cultural locales. Ethnopsychology/ethnophysiology and contex-
tual factors that differ from those in Western medicine but are present in a cul-
tural setting with culture-specific meanings, indicated by Hofmann and Hin-
ton (2014) are not descriptions of anxiety disorder. Rather, they are socially 
constructed attributions, the “things” believed to make people develop anxiety 
disorder. How these factors are construed is separate from the emotional con-
tent (e.g., fear, anger, shame etc.) of the condition in question. With respect to 
itiajin kyofusho (TKS) in Korean and Japanese cultures however, the descrip-
tion of the basis of this emotional problem is clear. In these instances, a com-
monly experienced emotion, fear, is the observable, basic characteristic of in-
terest that defines the disorder, which can be measured and compared 
cross-nationally/culturally. Unfortunately, confirming that the emotion under-
lying TKS is, in fact, fear, when DSM categories are the source of the disorders 
being studied, complicates the picture because of the absence of their demon-
strated biological (emotional) origin and probable co-morbid associations. 
When culturally based observations are about the emotional content, in this 
case, fear, as presented in behaviors such as TKS and SOPS/PCP, measurement 
and comparison are always equivalent cross-nationally/culturally. If the mea-
surable entity, for example comprising an anxiety disorder, is not present it 
cannot be claimed that anxiety disorder in different contexts is the same or 
equivalent. Also, emic-etic considerations regarding cross-national/cultural 
comparison will not arise when the research construct is derived from a basic 
emotion, as in the case of anxiety personality disorder, and the aim is to investi-
gate whether the same components are present cross-nationally/culturally. Since 
fear is the emotional basis of SOPS/PCP, comparing the results produced by it, 
obtained from cross-national investigations, is methodologically legitimate.  

5. Limitations and Future Research 

Because of the newness of SOPS/PCP in the cross national/cultural scene, there 
is no precedent, as was the case when first verified in North America, which now 
makes the North American (Canadian and USA) sample the only direct 
precedent. Therefore, despite empirical demonstration in two areas of the world, 
worldwide sample insufficiency at this stage may tend to limit the global gene-
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rality of SOPS/PCP. Large enough samples are needed worldwide, first of all, to 
further establish the universality of SOPS/PCP. Secondly, a larger sample pool 
will likely encourage the study of neuroscience-determined pathways and that of 
other biological mechanisms to fully understand SOPS/PCP. Because of its 
“cleaner” anxiety profile such investigations are likely to be aided by the greater 
ability of SOPS/PCP to more easily show the different stages of plasticity from 
earlier to the later “morphed” or chronic the cerebral pattern(s). The researchers 
further suggest conducting detailed studies that take into account the effects of 
political and social instability on this personality style. To the extent that “preci-
sion medicine” can be applied to psychological entities, that is to be the ultimate 
goal in diagnosing and treating SOPS/PCP. 

6. Conclusion 

The results of this cross-national study confirm that SOPS/PCP is the real-life 
phenomenon previously encountered within North America, and now in the 
Middle East. On the whole, as a fear-anxiety construct, SOPS/PCP exemplifies a 
research tool that’s cross-nationally applicable and seems potentially adept at 
addressing the apparent behavior-theory problem (TTB vs. BTT) in personality 
research methodology. Being also capable of helping to accurately identify 
people with chronic anxiety problems, because of its etiology and measurability 
and, in tandem, promising to significantly contribute to the development of 
more effective treatment, SOPS/PCP therefore has potential to reduce the anxie-
ty treatment gap and relieve the burden imposed by anxiety disorders, world-
wide. Moreover, this fledging construct may yet come to be seen as comprising 
differentiated or distinguishable manifestations or spectrums of anxiety and 
personality disorder, which may come to light in a new and transparent classifi-
cation system, prompted to some degree by this SOPS/PCP study. 
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Appendix 1 

The SOPS/PCP Individual Questionnaire (SOPS/PCPIQ) 
Select your response choice to express how you feel or think about each statement  
5 = Very Often 
4 = Often 
3 = Occasionally 
2 = Rarely 
1 = Very rarely 
0 = Never 
 
ITEM RESPONSE 

1. It is normal to be unsure that you are safe from being harmed or hurt. 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

2. It is easy for people to hurt others with unfair criticism or blame. 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

3. I look for all the compliments and praise I am due 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

4. 
I often say so when it feels like life is unfair or things are not going my 
way or in my favor 

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

5. More than a few times a day I feel frustrated or upset 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

6. 
It is very uncomfortable whenever others find fault with one’s  
appearance or image 

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

7. It is difficult to wait for people or things 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

8. I probably speak or act in haste at times.   
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

9. I often regret things soon after I say or do them. 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

10. 
Some of my statements could be (or have been) described as sarcastic 
humor.   

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

11. I may sometimes react very strongly or “lose it” 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

12. 
Many situations are difficult in a relationship (whether at work,  
socially, in the family and/or in romantic situations) 

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

13. 
The things that make a person very defensive or feel offended are  
always around you 

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

14. It is always very important to get as much information as there is.   
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

15. Order, tidiness and cleanliness are very important 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

16. 
I have a definite liking or dislike for certain textures, colors, patterns 
and/or motion 

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

17. 
It might seem to others that my behavior is opposite to or inconsistent 
with other behaviors in similar situations 

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 
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Continued 

18. 
Most of the time I take almost all statements and actions of others 
seriously or “as is” 

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

19. Being on time and using time effectively are always very important 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

20. It is seldom necessary to disclose all of one’s options 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

21. I worry often about many things.   
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

22. 
“Do things my way” could well be my motto, because that always feels 
better 

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

23. Very often my mind is full of thoughts that come up again and again. 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

24. 
At least one of my parents (the person who raised me) may be  
described as “a worrier” 

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

25. 
At least one of my parents (the person who raised me) had emotional 
problems when I was growing up 

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

26. 
I have suffered from the effects of trauma or a difficult emotional life 
for at least two years 

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

27. 
I and/or one parent experienced a dangerous or very threatening  
personal, political and/or military event/s for an extended period 

0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

28. I have been/am being bullied 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

29. I and/or one parent has suffered a serious illness 
0       1        2        3        4          5 
Never                                         Always 

NB: The range of 4 - 5 on the Likert scale and clinical judgement may be used to establish pathological level, though further studies incorporating neuros-
cience and other findings may contribute to establishing a “cut-off” point.  
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Appendix 2 

The SOPS/PCP Individual Questionnaire (SOPS/PCPIQ), Arabic Version 
 

 
 
 

 
 

اقرأ من فضلك كل عبارة بعنایة، وقرر إلى أي حد تصف كل منھا مشاعرك وسلوكك وآرائك، ثم بین مدى انطباقھا علیك بوجھ 
عام وذلك باختیار الرقم المناسب، ثم اكتب في الرقم في المربع الموجود على یسار كل عبارة. لیس ھناك إجابات صحیحة وأخرى 

خاطئة، وال تفكر كثیراً في كل عبارة.  
 : تنطبق علي تماماً  5
  الغالبفي :تنطبق علي4
 : تنطبق علي في بعض األحیان 3
 : تنطبق علي في قبل من األحیان 2
 : نادراً جداً 1
 : ال تنطبق علي أبداً 0

 
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ العبارة م
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ من الطبیعي أال تكون متأكدًا من أنك في مأمن من التعرض لألذى أو الضرر.   .1
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ .من السھل على الناس إیذاء اآلخرین بالنقد أو اللوم غیر العادل  .2
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ أنا أطلب كل المدیح والثناء الذي أستحقھ.  .3
عندما أشعر بأن الحیاة غیر عادلة أو أن األمور ال تسیر بطریقتي أو في صالحي   .4

 .فإني غالباً ما أعبر عن ذلك
⑤ ④ ③ ② ① ⓪ 

 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ أشعر باإلحباط أو االنزعاج أكثر من بضع مرات في الیوم  .5
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ .من المزعج أن ینتقد اآلخرون خطأً في مظھر الشخص أو صورتھ  .6
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤  .من الصعب انتظار الناس أو األشیاء  .7
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ .ربما أتحدث أو أتصرف بتسرع  .8
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ أشعر باألسف بعد فترة وجیزة من قول أو عمل شيء ما   .9

 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ .یمكن أن تكون (أو قد تم) وصف بعض عباراتي على أنھا فكاھة ساخرة  .10
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ قد أتفاعل بقوة أو "أفقد التفاعل" بالمرة.  .11
العدید من المواقف صعبة في العالقة (سواء في العمل، أم من الناحیة االجتماعیة أم   .12

 .في األسرة أم   في المواقف الرومانسیة أو كلھا)
⑤ ④ ③ ② ① ⓪ 

 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ األشیاء التي تجعل الشخص دفاعیًا جدًا أو تشعره باإلھانة موجودة حولھ باستمرار.  .13
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ .من المھم دائًما الحصول على أكبر قدر ممكن من المعلومات  .14
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ .النظام والترتیب والنظافة مھمة جدا  .15
لدّي إعجاب أو نفور محدد من بعض التراكیب أو األلوان أو األنماط أو األشكال   .16

 .patterns and/or motionالمتحركة
⑤ ④ ③ ② ① ⓪ 

قد یبدو سلوكي لآلخرین مخالفاً أو غیر متسق مع سلوكیات أخرى في مواقف   .17
 .مماثلة

⑤ ④ ③ ② ① ⓪ 

في معظم الوقت، آخذ كل تصریحات وتصرفات اآلخرین تقریبًا على محمل الجد أو   .18
"كما ھي".  

⑤ ④ ③ ② ① ⓪ 

19.  . ً  ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ االلتزام بالمواعید واستخدام الوقت بفعالیة أمر مھم للغایة دائما
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ .لیس من الضروري اإلفصاح عن جمیع خیارات الشخص  .20
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ .أنا قلق كثیًرا حول أمور كثیرة  .21
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ .قد یكون شعاري "افعل األشیاء بطریقتك الخاصة"، ألن ذلك دائًما ھو أفضل  .22
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ .في كثیر من األحیان ذھني مليء باألفكار التي تتكرر مرارا وتكرارا  .23
على األقل یمكن وصف أحد والدي (أو الشخص الذي قام بتربیتي) على أنھ   .24

"مصدر قلق".   
⑤ ④ ③ ② ① ⓪ 

كان على األقل أحد والدّي (الشخص الذي رباني) یعاني من مشاكل نفسیة (انفعالیة)   .25
 في أثناء نموي. 

⑤ ④ ③ ② ① ⓪ 

لقد عانیت من آثار صدمة أو من حیاة نفسیة (انفعالیة) صعبة لمدة عامین على   .26
 .األقل

⑤ ④ ③ ② ① ⓪ 

لقد واجھت أنا و / أو أحد الوالدین حدثًا / أحداثًا شخصیة أو سیاسیة و / أو عسكریة   .27
 .خطیرة أو مھددة جدًا لفترة طویلة

⑤ ④ ③ ② ① ⓪ 

 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤كنت أتعرض للترھیب (التنمر).   .28
 ⓪ ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ .لقد عانیت أنا و / أو أحد الوالدین من مرض خطیر  .29
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